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Abstract Laypersons ("consumers") often have difficulty finding, understanding, and acting on health information due to gaps in their domain knowledge. Ideally, consumer health vocabularies (CHVs) would reflect the different ways consumers express and think about health topics, helping to bridge this vocabulary gap. However, despite the recent research on mismatches between consumer and professional language (e.g., lexical, semantic, and explanatory), there have been few systematic efforts to develop and evaluate CHVs. This paper presents the point of view that CHV development is practical and necessary for extending research on informatics-based tools to facilitate consumer health information seeking, retrieval, and understanding. In support of the view, we briefly describe a distributed, bottom-up approach for (1) exploring the relationship between common consumer health expressions and professional concepts and (2) developing an open-access, preliminary (draft) "first-generation" CHV. While recognizing the limitations of the approach (e.g., not addressing psychosocial and cultural factors), we suggest that such exploratory research and development will yield insights into the nature of consumer health expressions and assist developers in creating tools and applications to support consumer health information seeking.


A Case for Consumer Health Vocabularies

Although it has been long recognized that laypersons ("consumers") and health care professionals express and think about health-related concepts differently, such mismatches in language continue to hinder effective communication, health information seeking, and, ultimately, informed decision making. This vocabulary gap is becoming a more serious problem as consumers increasingly explore health-related information resources on their own and assume greater responsibility for personal health care. Further, technical terminology (or jargon) is a barrier to health literacy, defined as "the degree to which individuals have the capacity to obtain, process, and understand basic health information and services needed to make appropriate health decisions."1 Low health literacy has been associated with poor health outcomes (see ref. 2 for a literature review).

In the general biomedical literature, research on consumer understanding of medical words and concepts has focused primarily on lists of discrete terms in various specialties, e.g., 17 oncology terms,3 six word pairs among emergency department patients,4 and 50 "common" medical terms among surgical patients and family members.5 While such studies consistently confirm that consumers have difficulty comprehending medical jargon, they do not provide a methodology for systematically identifying alternative words or phrases (collectively, "expressions") that consumers are likely to use, recognize, and understand.

Concerted informatics research on "consumer health vocabularies" (CHVs) began relatively recently.6-9 In 2001, a distinguished panel at MEDINFO enumerated several significant challenges in creating a CHV and concluded:

The development of a consumer vocabulary should be based on research that includes consumer information needs and consumers’ ways of talking about expressing those needs.... The healthcare consumer then would not need to know the language of the healthcare provider in order to effectively find relevant information resources, and he/she could search for resources in his/her own language....

However, as Lewis and colleagues10 also point out, “to presume that [the language of consumers] contains a knowable stable vocabulary and grammar similar in structure to that of the formal languages imposes a professional structure on a very personal experience.” Indeed, consumers are likely to use a combination of “everyday language,” technical terms (with or without knowledge of the underlying concepts), and various explanatory models, all influenced by psychosocial and cultural variations, in discourse about health topics. For example, Kleinman and colleagues11 described a case in which an older woman with pulmonary edema was inducing vomiting and urinating frequently in bed while hospitalized. When asked about her apparently “unusual” behavior, she replied that because the medical team told her that she had...
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**Consumer and Professional Language in the Health Domain**

Consumers use words and phrases (expressions) to describe health-related concepts that frequently differ from those used by professionals. While health care specialists share foundational domain knowledge based on formal education and professional experience, laypersons have some socially and culturally derived notions of health and illness acquired from formal and informal sources (e.g., media exposure) and unique personal experiences. Thus, whereas terminology facilitates discourse among professionals in their everyday routines, it can be incomprehensible or confusing to consumers.

During face-to-face communication between consumers and professionals, the interactive nature of such encounters allows for the possibility of negotiating ideas at a “common level of discourse.” For example, either person may ask for clarification or repeat important points when confusion is detected. However, “static” public-oriented media such as brochures, pamphlets, newspapers, and television, where many people obtain their health information, rely on a “one-size-fits-all” approach based on the knowledge and judgment of individual authors. Finally, it is even a challenge to customize information dynamically to facilitate comprehension for online users.

Further, during disintermediated interactions, such as via computer or printed form, consumers tend to “fill in” gaps in comprehension (correctly or incorrectly), using their own knowledge, experience, and preferences, as lay language shares some terms and concepts with professional language. In the best case, consumers will infer the meaning of a term correctly and even use the term (e.g., attention deficit disorder) as their own in future health communication. Among the worst case scenarios, consumers will misinterpret or (mis)associate a term with context or connotations not intended by the content provider or author. Alternatively, consumers may recognize or use a technical form, but associate it with a concept in lay usage rather than one from a professional health care domain (e.g., depression for the emotion sadness, rather than a psychological condition such as depressive disorder). Consumers who do not or cannot fill in the gaps at all (e.g., due to low health literacy) would simply be confused, the information having been “lost in translation.”

When producing words to describe health-related concepts, a lay person may use terms such as hair loss and heart failure without knowing their technical definitions or use general language expressions to describe familiar concepts (e.g., loss of appetite for anorexia and pain killer for analgesic). The range of lay expressions seems to vary from general and descriptive (e.g., device to look inside my ear for otoscope) to specific, but colloquial (e.g., sugar for diabetes). Thus, lay discourse on the health-related topics often includes a combination of technical terminology and general language expressions, with many
possible interpretations based on individual, contextual, societal, and cultural associations. The challenge is to sort out the different ways consumers communicate within distinct discourse groups and map the common, shared expressions and contexts to the more constrained, specialized language of professionals, when appropriate.

Recent informatics studies on CHVs have contributed insights about the differences between the languages and vocabularies of consumers and professionals. While these studies have shared general approaches and findings, such as use of consumer-authored text, automated mapping to controlled medical vocabularies, and analyzing text that could not be mapped to controlled vocabularies, many of the details vary. For example, sources of consumer-authored texts included e-mail messages, online health discussion group postings, and folk terms from the Dictionary of American Regional English project. Two studies focused on particular medical domain areas, cancer and diabetes, while others reviewed expressions from the general health domain. With regard to identifying and mapping expressions to professional concepts, although one study used consumer surrogates to identify consumer health expressions manually, all the studies mapped consumer expressions to the components of the National Library of Medicine (NLM) Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) Metathesaurus. (Note that Brennan and Aronson focused on nursing vocabularies while Patrick and colleagues also used the Eurodicautom and the European Commission Multilingual Glossary of Popular and Technical Medical Terms in Nine European Languages.)

Taken together, these studies examined large numbers of consumer utterances (i.e., hundreds of thousands of tokens) and consistently found that between 20% and 50% of consumer health expressions were not represented by professional health vocabularies. A subset of these unrepresented expressions (i.e., hundreds to thousands) underwent human review. The majority of unmapped consumer health expressions represented either (1) forms for existing concepts in health vocabularies not found algorithmically (e.g., due to typos, descriptive phrases, or meronymy) or (2) expressions for legitimate health concepts not represented in the health vocabularies. Because each of these studies used utterances from artificial sources (text), the intended meaning of the expressions had to be inferred by the researcher, using contextual cues. Follow-up research is needed to explore the actual meaning(s) attributed to the health expressions by consumers from different discourse groups and their explanatory models.

Several studies that have used qualitative methods, such as direct observation, semistructured interview, and semantic analysis of patient-clinician dialogue, suggest that consumer-professional language mismatches occur at the conceptual, relational, and mental model levels. These findings are consistent with earlier work that observed conceptual differences, cultural influences, and differences in knowledge representation (illness explanatory model used by consumers and the disease model used by professionals).
Third, general language dictionaries provide standard definitions of many common lay health expressions. For example, "overweight" is defined by the American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, Fourth Edition as "more weight than is normal, necessary, or allowed." When referring to health, this "generic" lay notion of "overweight" may be mapped to two professional concepts of greater specificity in the UMLS: (1) Obesity and (2) Overweight (BMI <30), where "obese" is defined as body mass index (BMI) ≥30 and "overweight" as BMI between 25 and 30. Thus, the conceptualization of "overweight" described in the dictionary entry is less specific than definitions used by professionals, suggesting that dictionary entries (i.e., definitions and senses), to the extent that they represent shared meanings within a larger discourse group, are sufficiently stable as a starting point for CHVs. Clearly, "standard" dictionary definitions alone are unsuitable for CHV development; since meaning is constructed by individuals, it is important for CHVs to reflect social, cultural, and contextual variability.

While the evidence that a core set of health-related expressions is used consistently by consumers has been highlighted, the authors acknowledge the inherent expressive variability in lay health language. Unlike health care professionals who are exposed to standardized terminology through formalized training and experience, consumers come from a variety of cultural, social, and educational backgrounds and have different family or personal health histories and experiences. It would be unrealistic to expect otherwise. Of course, variability also exists in professional health language (e.g., synonyms, ambiguity, and vagueness). For instance, the distinction between "diagnosis" and "finding" is not always clear. Thus, while variability in lay health language increases the complexity of CHV development, it should not be viewed as prohibitive.

Uses of Consumer Health Vocabularies

Eysenbach observed that "consumer health informatics is designed to empower consumers by putting health information into their hands, including information on their own health, such as diagnoses, lab results, personal risk factors, and prescribed drugs." For example, applications allow patients to enter their data directly into electronic medical records and to send e-mail to their doctors. An implication is that computer systems now need to process health-related data directly entered by consumers, such as queries or self-reported symptoms. Conversely, general or personal health information presented to consumers should be comprehensible. To achieve such two-way communication effectively requires CHV support. Three actual cases illustrate the bridging role of CHVs between consumers and health applications or health information for different types of tasks:

- Information retrieval. While consumer-formulated query terms often do not map to the UMLS, pilot studies show that professional terms are likely to produce better search results than consumer expressions. CHVs would facilitate automated mapping of consumer-entered queries to technical terms (e.g., belly button → navel; weight loss surgery → bariatric surgery).
- Medical records. While medical records and test results are becoming available to patients, they frequently contain jargon. A CHV could supplement these terms with consumer-friendly display (CFD) names to help patients understand the terms (e.g., malignant neoplasm → cancer; pruritus → itching).

- Health Care Applications. Patients may enter consumer expressions such as sun poisoning or hole in the heart when using computer-assisted interview, decision support, and disease management applications. CHVs would facilitate automated mapping of these expressions to concepts and enable subsequent analysis and response.

Development of Consumer Health Vocabularies

Even though lay expressions have been researched and developed in other domains (e.g., health communication), the resulting free-text lists and dictionaries are not sufficient for consumer informatics applications, any more than medical dictionaries could replace controlled medical vocabularies in clinical informatics systems. A computerized collection of health expressions derived from actual consumer utterances (authored by consumers), linked to professional concepts, and reviewed and validated by professionals and consumers, would be a first step toward providing greatly needed interventions for assisting consumers during interactions with health information.

Whereas a general notion of CHVs was described in the introduction, an operational definition of a "first-generation" CHV is a collection of forms used in health-oriented communication for a particular task or need (e.g., information retrieval) by a substantial percentage of consumers from a specific discourse group and the relationship of the forms to professional concepts. Note that "consumer concepts" and "lay mental/explanatory models" will be incorporated in future "n-generation" CHVs. Such a pragmatic definition embodies the core features of a CHV, while recognizing longer term issues (e.g., generalizability of any CHV to other discourse groups and tasks). That is, preliminary CHV development may begin immediately, using existing informatics technologies, while research on broader issues of consumer health lexicon/terminology and various sociocultural influences is conducted in parallel.

In a pilot study to develop a first-generation CHV, the authors experimented with such a phased, distributed, user-source-based approach. The initial phase focused on identifying consumer forms for "standard" health-related concepts or CFD display names. Consumer concepts and relationships not represented in existing health vocabularies will be handled in subsequent phases. This sequence reflects the degree of complexity required to develop each of the three vocabulary components, as well as the conventional steps of vocabulary development. Text strings (surface forms) are generally less difficult to observe and more tractable to computational processing than conceptualizations and semantic relations in mental models.

A two-step procedure was used to assign CFD names to the most frequently occurring concepts observed among MedlinePlus queries. In the first step, commonly used consumer expressions were mapped to the UMLS Metathesaurus (2004AA version), using lexical processes. During the second step, two reviewers (with a third as tiebreaker) assessed expressions matched to each of the most common UMLS concepts and identified candidate CFD names. Groups of reviewers discussed and selected CFD names. Over a six-month
period, up to seven reviewers from NLM and Brigham and Women’s Hospital (including the authors), with diverse back-
grounds in consumer health, computer science, and terminol-
ogy development, participated. Researchers from several
other organizations were consulted on difficult cases. Initially
a set of 425 concepts was reviewed and a preliminary evalu-
ation of 34 concepts showed that CFD names led to better
comprehension.\textsuperscript{19} As of June 2005, 1,000 concepts have been
reviewed; we are also exploring other approaches such as
the one reported by Fung et al.\textsuperscript{38} to validate the CFD names.
The authors also presented the preliminary results of the
distributed CHV development experiment at the Consumer
Health Informatics Working Group meetings of the
American Medical Informatics Association (AMIA) and
International Medical Informatics Association (IMIA) at the
2004 MEDINFO conference in San Francisco, which led to
discussions with several interested groups.

The pilot study tested the feasibility of the phased, distrib-
uted, user source–based approach for CHV development.
Consumer health research spans specialties and domains.
Thus, CHV development requires not only the involvement
of physicians, nurses, and informaticians, “but linguists,
medical librarians, and representatives of other health disci-
plines and, of course, patients themselves.”\textsuperscript{16}

Because health care is a vital issue for public health, CHVs
should be open access to encourage widespread use and fur-
ther development and refinement. Researchers and devel-
opers would be encouraged to contribute innovations and
new data derived from alternative or local uses in the com-
community back to the CHV. There are many examples of suc-
cessful open-access projects in computing, and the concept
has begun to gain support in the biomedical informatics
domain.\textsuperscript{39} For example, the availability of the UMLS to the
informatics community has stimulated and facilitated nu-
merous research and development projects. One difference
is that, while the UMLS necessarily relies on existing vocab-
ularies, many of which are proprietary, we have an op-
portunity to develop fully open-access CHVs, as there are
few legacy issues.

Last, as advocated by the MEDINFO 2001 panel,\textsuperscript{10} CHV
development should be based on actual consumer expressions.
Mining sources of authentic consumer utterances (in aggre-
gate) over time, while preserving individual privacy, will
help account for variability in general language and “drift”
in the forms and concepts used across discourse groups.
Since CHVs will surely be refined, enriched, and specialized
over time, this approach also has the advantage of being gen-
eralizable. Direct observation and interviews may be used to
complement or validate the text mining approach to the study
of forms and mapping of forms to concepts, although they are
not appropriate for investigating large numbers of terms or
concepts.

\textbf{Conclusion}

Patel and Kaufman\textsuperscript{40} have suggested that medical informatics is a “local science of design.” That is, the field is “local”
to specific aspects or parts of the broader domain (contrast with “global”) and “design” because it looks toward prag-
matic outcomes: “in practice, design is strongly bound by
domain-specific constraints and grounded in contexts in which
an artifact is to be used.” The view of developing a first-
generation CHV for particular consumers with specific needs
is consistent with this thesis. Development of a CHV should
not be hampered by the complexities of the language used by
consumers, but should embrace the challenge of making
health-related information more accessible to members of
the public and better suited to their needs and individual cir-
stances. “One of the goals of a local science of design is to
discover what works and then determine why some things
work and others don’t. A working system is an outcome
not merely of technology but of the social and cognitive pro-
cesses of integrating such a system into daily workflow.”\textsuperscript{39}

A number of studies suggest that the vocabulary gap between
consumers and professionals is a substantial barrier to health
information access for laypersons. A first-generation CHV is
likely to serve as a platform for incremental improvements
in consumer health information seeking while providing
new insights into the overall problem of bridging lay
forms, concepts, and relations with the medical domain.
Simultaneously, research on the contextual, sociocultural,
and other factors that affect how laypersons express and
think about health topics will illuminate the other dimensions
of CHVs. By tackling small pieces of the larger problem,
through a concerted, interdiscipliary, and open-access effort
by the consumer health informatics research community, it is
anticipated that a convergence in understanding of the over-
all phenomenon will result.
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